We examine the climatological and anomalous response of an isopycnic coordinate general circulation model, with embedded bulk surface mixed layer model, when forced by observed monthly mean wind stress variability. Our results show that model fields of sea surface temperature (SST) and currents are fairly similar to those arising in other models as well as published observations. The model generates a climatology of SST which is usually within 0.5ø-1.5øC of the Comprehensive OceanAtmosphere Data Set observations. Anomalous SST compares best with observations when averaged over rather large spatial regions. The mean horizontal currents tend to resemble the observed, but the amplitudes are smaller than observed (primarily because the model predicts vertical mean currents in the mixed layer rather than the surface currents) and the springtime reversal of the South Equatorial Current is absent in the model. Anomalous zonal currents are similarly reduced in amplitude though the variability is comparable to the available observations. We also describe the model's basin-scale mean mixed-layer structure and the mean vertical velocity field (which is fundamentally different from that of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory model). We discuss various aspects of the 1982-1983 El Nifio in particular detail, including the heat budget of the variable-depth tropical Pacific surface mixed layer, and the relationships among anomalies of mixed-layer depth, thermocline depth, and SST. By these analyses, we identify the strengths and weaknesses of the model's capability to simulate observations, particularly with respect to that of other models. Throughout the paper, we attempt to identify the primary areas which require improvement in the model and suggest possible remedies.
INTRODUCTION
The tropical Pacific Ocean appears to significantly affect short-term climate variations both locally and remotely. Compiling a better understanding of climatological and anomalous equatorial conditions is an important goal of oceanography. Since oceanic observations are so difficult to obtain over long time intervals and large spatial scales, there is great interest in using numerical models to help fill the gap between theories and observations. Many numerical models of the tropical Pacific have been discussed in the literature (see Philander [ 1990] for a detailed overview), most of which are based on discretization in the vertical. In this paper we discuss a relatively new, layered general circulation model which we have applied to the tropical Pacific. This model is constructed with isopycnal interior layers which are fully coupled to a surface bulk mixed layer having arbitrary density.
The primary interest in using isopycnal models is that mixing in the interior ocean is usually considered to occur predominantly along isopycnals. This model can therefore Copyright by the American Geophysical Union.
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0148-0227/92/92JC-00273505.00 be viewed as being built in a more natural geometry than vertical grid point models, because the layer coordinate correspond to surfaces of strongest lateral mixing. Crossisopycnal mixing processes can then be more precisely controlled in the layer model. At the air-sea interface, in contrast, strong vertical mixing occurs which results in surface mixed layers. In this layer model, the turbulent surface mixed layer is modeled after the bulk Kraus and Turner [1967] formulation and is fully coupled to the underlying isopycnal layers.
It is compelling to study how this type of model compare• with the classic z coordinate models of ocean circulation and we will therefore compare the response of the OPYC layer model of Oberhuber [1990] with that of various published models, which we briefly summarize as follows. The Geo- currents are fairly comparable to those shown in published observations and in published discussions of other models, although deficiencies still exist in this version of OPYC. In section 6, we identify aspects of the model where improvement should be made and describe preliminary experiments being conducted to that end.
MODEL DYNAMICS
The isopycniC model with embedded mixed layer (designated as OPYC) which is used in this study is a preliminary version of the model developed by Oberhuber [1986, 1990] . The interior of the ocean comprises eight isopycnal layers. The bulk surface mixed layer model is a descendant of the formulation of Kraus and Turner[1967] . The model is coded in a very versatile fashion allowing arbitrary geometry, topography, and discretization to be specified for flow on a sphere. Extensive discussions of the numerical schemes and details of the model formulation are given by Oberhuber [1986, 1990] . Note that in this version of the model, upstream horizontal differencing is used, since the Bleck and Boudra [1981] potential Vorticity and energy conserving scheme, applied by Oberhuber [1990] , had not yet been implemented at the start of this study. For completeness, the equations of motion for the model are now briefly discussed. 
Interior Isopycnic Layers
The coupling of the mixed layer to the interior, discussed by Oberhuber [1990] , conserves momentum, mass, heat, and salt.
Surface Mixed-Layer Model
The surface boundary conditions for the interior flow are determined via the bulk mixed-layer model which is forced by the atmosphere. The mixed layer has the same dynamics as the isopycnal layers except that the temperature and salinity are arbitrary As was suggested by Oberhuber [1990] , the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation is assumed to be dependent on the Ekman layer length scale, i.e., a = exp -
to keep mid-latitude mixed layers from becoming too deep (in consequence of the geographically fixed mixed-layer parameters), with K = 0.4 and/x = 2 being determined by optimization experiments. Following Oberhuber [1990 Oberhuber [ , 1988 , the TKE input is taken from COADS observations prepared by Wright [1988] 
where Ta is the air temperature, Ts is the ocean (model) surface temperature, q a is the specific humidity, q s is the saturation humidity, •p is the specific heat of air, Lw is the latent heat of evaporation, and cu and CL are the stability dependent sensible and latent heat transfer coefficients. The insolation (a function of season, latitude, and latitudinally specified cloud cover) and long-wave radiation (a function of T,, T•, and latitudinally specified cloud cover) is calculated in the manner described by Oberhuber [1990] . The interior heat fluxes, Qk, can be nonzero owing to insolation. run. The heat fluxes for this run were computed in a quasi-Newtonian fashion as described below.
In cases C and D, note that although the wind stresses are the only atmospheric variable which is allowed to vary according to their observed monthly mean values, the corresponding wind speed variation affects the computation of heat flux in (11) and (12). We again emphasize that the TKE input into the mixed layer in all four cases is always the climatological monthly mean. This is because of the extreme uncertainty in estimating the mean u, 3 for a given month from only the monthly mean wind.
As will be discussed later, the use of climatological monthly mean atmosphere fields for computing heat fluxes in case C resulted in weak SST anomalies in part because the resulting heat flux anomalies drive the model too strongly back toward climatology [Schopoe, 1983] Not surprisingly, the differences between the long-term mean model response in case B (annual cycle of FSU wind stress) and that in cases C and D (observed FSU wind stress) were minor. For example, the mean SST field near the date line exhibited a stronger cold bias in the mean response to variable winds (cases C and D) than for the mean response to mean winds (case B). This is the region where observed wind variability is large and the mean winds are weak and thus is the place in the model where one could expect some rectification of response. Because the mean SST field arising from variable winds in the 1961-1973 case typically differed by less than IøC from the SST response in the mean FSU winds case, we did not carry out a detailed study of the rectification of response in any of the model fields.
As expected, the model climatology for case D differed little from case C (the SST in case D was relaxed to the monthly mean SST from case C). A small difference in SST climatology does, of course, occur due to differing rectification effects and/or to the presence of a different ratio of E1 Nifio events to La Nifia events.
SST
The mean SST field is probably the most important response to be represented by the model because anomalous currents acting on the mean SST gradients create the greater part of anomalous SST variability. Some models avoid the complication of establishing an acceptable SST climatology by designing anomaly models or by relaxing the SST to the observed field. For the formulation used here, there is also concern [e.g., Seager et al., 1988 ] that since the observed climatological air temperature is used in the heat-flux bulk formulae, and because SST is observed to follow air temperature rather closely, that we are building the observed SST field into the model. This is not necessarily true, since we have found that changes in model parameters, especially mixed-layer parameters, can result in changes of several degrees in the mean SST fields near the equator. The prime reason for this is that we compute total heat flux which includes radiation, latent heat and sensible heat, the formulae for which depend upon insolation, humidity, wind speed, etc.; the contribution of sensible heat is small compared to latent heat and radiation. slow warming and slight freshening of the water column and the ensuing expansion, during the simulations. This arises primarily because the source of deep water formation in the high southern latitudes is excluded from the model.
Currents
The velocity anomalies in the surface mixed layer tend to be weaker than those shown in other models and in obser- •.
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SST
The modeled and observed anomalous SST response is shown in Figure 9 Color movies were also employed to compare modeled and observed SST anomaly time series. It is clearly evident from viewing these clips that the detailed spatial structure of SST anomalies during E1 Nifio events is poorly matched to the structure of observations (for example, the 1982-1983 event discussed in section 5 and depicted in Figure 10 ). We therefore examined the rms error and anomaly correlation on a point-by-point basis. The results were poor for unsmoothed fields, as we expected, since we have no information on the high-wavenumber structures of the forcing field. To test the low-wavenumber performance of the model's SST simulation, we smoothed the model (and data) with spatial filters until the pointwise correlations were comparable to those between time series in the Nifio regions; in general, greater spatial averaging was found to improve the correla- tions. It is difficult to compare such results with other published works because the detailed spatial structure of modeled SST is seldom discussed. Therefore we are presently analyzing the detailed processes of E1 Nifio evolution in several ocean models which we have run for the 1970-1985 time interval; these results will be discussed in a separate publication. The variability of the OPYC model SST near the date line is too large, as is revealed by a large local maximum there in maps of rms SST error (also evident in Figure t0) . This is apparently due to the model thermal structure's being too diffuse in the western Pacific (a common problem of tropical circulation models) and is exacerbated by the shallow turbulent mixed layer there (due to weak TKE input). Future versions of this model must have a sharper thermocline in the warm pool region to counteract this effect.
THE 1982--1983 EL NIfO
Since a great deal of interest lies in the extremely anomalous response of the tropical ocean during the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio, we discuss the simulated response for that year in some detail.
SST
The general character of the anomalous SST response in 1982-1983 can be seen in Figure 9 , which shows time series of observed and simulated anomalous SST in the Nifio-4,-3 and-2 regions. In the western Pacific (Nifio-4) • -4. -24.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have examined the response of the tropical Pacific Ocean to observed surface winds using a sophisticated ocean general circulation model constructed in layer coordinates. The model climatology was first examined and found to be reasonably accurate in representing the major features of the climatological ocean fields. We then showed that it is also capable of reproducing some features of observed sea level, SST, and near-surface velocity anomalies. Some comparisons have been drawn with the performance of other models and revealed that although problems with the present model still exist, OPYC's response is similar in many respects to the response of the other models, suggesting that future improved versions of OPYC will be increasingly helpful in providing understanding of the processes of tropical ocean circulation and thermodynamics.
Novel elements of this study include the simulation of basin-scale tropical Pacific mixed-layer depth, the identification of a mean vertical velocity field which is fundamentally different from that of the GFDL model, an analysis of the heat budget in a variable-depth tropical Pacific surface mixed layer, and a discussion of some of the relationships among the anomalies of mixed-layer depth, thermocline depth, and SST.
A key feature in the OPYC model structure is that surface temperature and velocity are predicted from a bulk surface mixed-layer model rather than specified from the top grid point of a z coordinate model or from a constant-depth SST model. The mixed-layer approach has both benefits and detractions. Among the benefits are that (1) surface fluxes penetrate immediately throughout the entire mixed layer rather than relying on the effects of grid point vertical diffusion parameterizations; (2) a well-defined volume for surface heat budget analyses is evident, making it unnecessary to rely on arbitrary choices of temperature/density jumps or constant depth grid boxes or surface layers; (3) we obtain a better representation of the thermal inertia of SST through the effects of space-and time-varying mixed-layer depth; and (4) we require fewer degrees of freedom in the 
